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Monetary policy elements in Romania were adjusted on the basis of volatility indicators for the annual inflation rate, which

for August 2022 increased by 0.3% from the previous month’s level (from 13% to 13.3%). On the other hand, the influence

of rising inflation through the consumer index and trade shocks was felt at the European level in the euro area, with the

inflation rate reaching 10% in September 2022.
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1. Introduction

The current financial context at the European level is one influenced by inflation and a higher need for financing based on

the rising cost of living, induced by the vulnerabilities of multiple crises triggered by pandemics and geopolitical conflict.

On 8 July 2021, the European Central Bank (ECB) published its new monetary policy strategy with the primary objective

of maintaining price stability in the euro area (European Central Bank Strategy 2023). The ECB’s previous strategies have

focused on closing the gaps in the effects on inflation and price stability at the European level.

Structural developments in the euro area between 2003 and 2021 have resulted in a reduction in the equilibrium interest

rate and economic growth driven by demographic dynamics and an increased demand for liquid assets.

On top of these ambitious targets, the effects of uncertainties during the economic crisis (2008–2012) have manifested

themselves, posing real challenges to monetary policy objectives and the maintenance of conventional policies in the face

of inflationary shocks. Fluctuating inflation margins in times of crisis have demonstrated the need to implement additional

policy instruments.

Another significant moment in the euro area was marked by the sovereign debt crisis of Greece (Bank of Greece

Monetary Policy 2023) and Spain (Banco de Espana Monetary Policy 2023), which triggered the need for assistance to

maintain the stability of these countries and implement monetary policy measures. Another destabilizing event was the

outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in Europe, when the European community faced economic slowdown and rising

unemployment.

In this extremely challenging financial equation, globalization and digitalization, which have changed the traditional

structure of European economies and labor markets, can be mentioned as disruptive factors. Included in the picture of

challenges are reforms to support changes in the institutional architecture of the euro area, which has undergone

significant transformations and changes during this period.

Romania joined the EU in 2007 and is currently a point of vulnerability as the significant economic progress it has made in

the post-accession period has not led to institutional integration into the European architecture, with Romania and

Bulgaria still sticking to their national currencies and failing to switch to the euro as other countries such as Croatia, which

joined in 2013, have managed to (European Commision Economy and Finance 2023).

2. Studying Differing Impacts of Various Monetary Aggregates on the Real
Economy

In the literature, monetary policies are a topic of real interest, both because of their direct relationship with monetary policy

indicators and because of their influence on the financial economies of countries with implications for economic entities.



From the analysis of Web of Science publications, researchers observed that of the 6988 articles published in the period

2020–2022 (Figure 1), citations were found at the level of 2.71 papers per article with a corresponding Hirsch index of 43

points, which shows the interest of researchers in financial markets under the impact of risk factors and monetary policies,

the role of information shocks in the economy, the impact of monetary policies in pandemics on share prices, the role of

central banks, the impact of financial development on some elements of macroeconomic policy, global effects of

uncertainty-induced pandemics, monetary policy under the impact of uncertainty, etc. The bibliometrics analysis data were

extracted from the Web of Science platform and then integrated and processed in VOSviewer.

Figure 1. Bibliometric analysis of monetary policy. Source: Created by the authors using VOSviewer software 1.6.18.

The paradigm of this discussion is the direction of causality in the monetary aggregates. Is money endogenous or is it

exogenous to the overall system? This debate has been a topic of discussion among economists for many years. One

point of view argues that money is endogenous, meaning that its supply is determined by the demand for credit and the

actions of banks. According to this view, changes in the overall system, such as changes in interest rates or economic

conditions, will ultimately impact the money supply.

A second point of view argues that money is controlled by the central bank and is thus exogenous to the system. As a

result, changes in the money supply are a deliberate policy tool used by central banks to influence the economy. The

direction of causality in monetary aggregates remains a complex and ongoing area of research in economics.

Some of the greatest economists of the world were focused on this issue. Friedman (1990), for example, pointed out that

the scholarly discourse surrounding the aims and instruments employed in monetary policy is intrinsically intertwined with

the dichotomy between activist and nonresponsive approaches. Nonresponsiveness is a straightforward strategy that

entails dealing with particular problems or making the necessary adjustments, whereas activism entails acting in response

to the initial conditions or signs of disruptions while following various feedback rules. However, it is worth noting that the

nonresponsive rules that have garnered significant attention in the past primarily pertain to endogenous variables such as

money rather than exogenous variables that can be directly controlled by the central bank (e.g., nonborrowed reserves).

Consequently, the fundamental inquiry revolves around determining the categories of phenomena that warrant a response

and those that do not, rather than debating whether or not to respond altogether. The restricted relevance of activist

critique policy, which argues that deviating from the no-response or base position generally leads to uncertainty, points out

a significant lack of knowledge; such uncertainty may even escalate and result in an increase in the variability of the policy

objective rather than its reduction.

A.W. Phillips (1958) analyzed the relationship between inflation and unemployment in an economy. Phillips suggests that

there is an inverse relationship between the two variables: when unemployment is low, inflation tends to be high, and vice

versa. This concept has been widely debated and studied by economists, as it helps in understanding the dynamics of an

economy and formulating monetary policies. According to the author, in situations where demand exceeds supply, the

price of a product or service increases, with the increase being proportional to the excess demand. Conversely, when

demand is lower than supply, the price decreases, with the decline being more significant when there is a higher disparity

between demand and supply. This principle could influence the rate at which money wage rates, representing labor

services’ prices, change over time. In periods of high labor demand and low unemployment, wage rates may increase



rapidly as companies attract qualified labor from other firms and industries. However, during periods of low labor demand

and high unemployment, wages may decline gradually. The correlation between unemployment and pay rate change is

expected to be non-linear, with a potential correlation between the rate of change in money wage rates and the rate of

change in labor demand, which affects unemployment levels. In a period of increased economic activity with rising labor

demand and declining unemployment, employers engage in more competitive bidding for labor services. Conversely, in a

year with a decline in business activity and decreased labor demand, employers are less willing to provide wage

increases, leaving workers in a disadvantageous position to negotiate for wage increases. The rate of change of retail

prices also influences the rate of change of money wage rates, as cost of living adjustments in wage rates can exert a

minimal or negligible influence on the rate of change in money pay rates.

In a piece of interesting research, Laidler (2023) considered that contemporary macroeconomics assumes a perpetual

equilibrium when analyzing the economy, but two theoretical frameworks, monetarism and the Wicksell connections

(Wicksell 1907), argue that information acquisition and coordination by economic agents should be primary concerns. The

first approach addresses concerns related to monetary exchange, while the second focuses on inter-temporal issues.

Both approaches, particularly within the framework of the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE), Schumpeter

and Keynes (1936) analysis, consider the coordination of activities among individual economic agents as a fundamental

issue for any economy and economists analyzing it. Both approaches also see monetary exchange and financial markets

as essential components in adaptation and resilience. The Wicksell connection, on the other hand, emphasizes the

challenges associated with coordinating economic activity over time. The existing divide between the two traditions has

not been resolved, but it is narrower compared to the significant disparity between them and the mainstream DSGE. The

mainstream approach assumes that coordination issues are resolved via assumption before conducting in-depth analysis.

John B. Taylor’s 1993 proposition (Taylor 1993) outlined US monetary policy as an interest rate feedback rule, where the

Federal Reserve adjusts the nominal interest rate in response to inflation and output deviations. The central bank aims to

achieve economic stability and maintain manageable inflation levels. According to Woodford (2001), Taylor’s proposal has

significantly influenced monetary policy discourse. The question is whether or not this rule can establish an equilibrium

price level without a target route for monetary aggregates. Critics argue that interest rate rules can lead to the

indeterminacy of the equilibrium price level under rational expectations, but this is dependent on the presence of an

external trajectory for the short-term nominal interest rate. Determinacy can be achieved through feedback from an

endogenous state variable, such as the price level. Many basic optimization models suggest that the Taylor rule includes

determinacy feedback, as the operating goal for the funds rate relies on recent inflation and output gap indicators.

From Cagan’s point of view (Cagan and Gandolfi 1969), the time lag between the implementation of monetary policies

and their impact on output and employment is a contentious issue in monetary policy. According to the authors, classical

research suggests a time delay of two to six quarters or more, with some arguing for a reduced duration due to potential

revenue fluctuations. In the context of the money supply, the conduct of monetary policy is entirely encapsulated by the

dynamics of the money supply, and the potential time delay between policy measures and their impact is disregarded.

One enduring premise in monetary theory is that an expansion in the money supply leads to a decrease in interest rates.

This phenomenon may be attributed to the unintended consequences of the growth of the financial system. This effect

signifies the functional relationship between money demand and interest rates. The impact of a monetary adjustment on

interest rates is transitory and does not endure in the long term. Greater balances and lower interest rates stimulate

increased expenditure on consumer and producer capital goods, which in turn leads to an increase in income and

counteracts the initial impact of the monetary increase on interest rates. According to the authors, in full employment

scenarios, an increase in prices results in a decrease in the actual worth of money balances, raising interest rates. If

growth begins with underutilized labor resources, a portion of the rise in income will manifest as an increase in purchasing

power, adjusted for inflation. An increase in either nominal or real income generally results in an upward movement in

interest rates, although the magnitude of this effect may differ.

An interesting scientific approach realized by Bassetto and Sargent (2020) examines the interplay between monetary and

fiscal policies and their impact on equilibrium price levels and interest rates. It critically assesses various theories

pertaining to optimal anticipated inflation, optimal unanticipated inflation, and the conditions necessary to establish a

nominal anchor, ensuring a singular path for price levels. The former relies on budget-viable sequences of government-

issued bonds and money as inputs, while the latter utilizes bond and money strategies expressed as sequences of

functions that map time t history into time t government actions. According to the authors’ theoretical perspective, the

delineation of power dynamics between a treasury and a central bank can be characterized by ambiguity, opacity, and

vulnerability.



Larry Summers (1991) argued that in order to achieve long-term price stability, monetary policy should be based on a

flexible inflation target. He emphasized the importance of allowing some level of inflation, as a very low inflation rate can

lead to deflationary pressures and hinder economic growth. Summers also highlighted the need for central banks to have

independence in setting monetary policy, free from political interference, in order to effectively maintain price stability.

Additionally, he proposed the use of forward guidance and communication strategies to enhance transparency and

credibility in monetary policy decisions.

Another study (Tobias et al. 2019) examines the impact of relaxed financial conditions on output and fluctuations in output

for up to six quarters, resulting in variable levels of risk to the output gap. The effectiveness of monetary policy is

dependent on the extent of negative economic consequences on GDP, as it influences individuals’ choices between

consumption and savings through the Euler constraint and the state of financial circumstances through the value-at-risk

(VaR) constraint. The optimal monetary policy rule demonstrates a notable sensitivity to changes in financial conditions for

most nations in the sample. The inclusion of financial circumstances in welfare analysis yields substantial advantages.

There has been ongoing debate among economists and policymakers on the extent to which financial factors should be

incorporated into monetary policy guidelines. The study proposes that monetary policy makers should not only focus on

the conditional mean forecasts of inflation and production but also consider the potential negative outcomes associated

with these variables. The empirical evidence shows a substantial relationship between financial conditions and both the

conditional mean and conditional volatility of the output gap. As financial conditions worsen, the conditional mean of the

output gap decreases while the conditional volatility increases. This leads to a significantly negative unconditional

distribution of GDP. These findings are commonly observed in both developed and developing economies. The study fits

the real-life connection between money problems and the changing points in the output gap distribution to a simplified

version of a New Keynesian model that takes into account the fragility of money. The determination of an intertemporally

optimal monetary policy rule reveals that alongside the output gap and inflation, monetary policy should consider financial

fragility as a conditioning factor. The benefits derived from this action exhibit substantial welfare gains. The findings

indicate that there may be a need to reconsider the policy framework concerning the interplay between monetary policy

and financial stability. It is evident that the consideration of financial conditions should be incorporated into monetary

policy, even when macroprudential regulation is deemed suitable for addressing significant financial imbalances.

A recent study (Durante et al. 2022) shows that firms’ investment response to monetary policy shocks is heterogeneous

along dimensions corresponding to the two monetary policy transmission channels. Thus, young firms are more sensitive

to monetary policy shocks and high leverage amplifies these effects, motivating the use of commercial credit as an

instrument of monetary policy. Second, the authors show that there is cross-sectional heterogeneity at the industry level,

so that firms producing durable goods are sensitive to traditional monetary policy interest rate effects and react more

strongly to monetary policy shocks in times of crisis when the consumption of durable goods falls.

Regarding shocks and their responses to monetary policy, the authors (Ocampo and Ojeda-Joya 2022) show that

monetary policy in emerging economies is pro-cyclical, especially when it comes to financial openness and exchange rate

policy. This stops monetary policy responses that are less pro-cyclical that are caused by a trade-off between exchange

rates and income volatility. In this sense, another author (Li 2022) shows that monetary policy is more effective when

financial intermediaries have a higher share of equity in total assets. The marginal effect of a monetary policy shock is

larger when the leverage ratio is adjusted by one standard deviation below the mean, which is studied in Standard and

Poor’s (S&P 500) yields via the impulse responses of real variables to a given monetary policy shock. The authors show

that intermediate financial leverage is countercyclical, which is the cause of less effective monetary policy during

recessions.

Another researcher (Ahiadorme 2022) examines the role of monetary policy vis à vis inclusive growth, showing that in the

short run, low inflation and sustainable economic growth are associated with reduced household income disparities and

increased social welfare and inclusion. The effects are maintained over the long term through monetary policies aimed at

low inflation and sustainable economic growth. However, in advanced economies, disinflation damages social equity and

generates higher unemployment costs, affecting inclusion. Thus, according to the authors, macroeconomic stability

through monetary policies should aim at inclusive growth.

Other approaches (Davidescu et al. 2022) targeting economic growth carried out by a team of authors from the University

of Economic Studies of Bucharest, the Department of Education of the National Institute for Scientific Research, in

collaboration with the Institute for Economic Forecasting of the Romanian Academy, start with the development of first

estimates of the effects of the European Structural Investment Fund for the transition to a green economy based on a

Leontief input–output model of economic aggregates at the CAEN Rev2 level for the analysis of direct, indirect and

induced effects of the fund. The authors show that although it is still in its infancy, in Romania, green finance can be a



viable solution if implemented for green industrial development, the effects of investments contributing to the reduction of

1.14 million tons of emissions by 2022 for the funding period 2014–2020, the direct contribution being estimated at 0.16%,

the indirect contribution being estimated at 0.18% of total carbon dioxide emissions, and the induced effect accounting for

a 0.79% reduction in carbon emissions.

A mathematically instrumented study analyzing (Sepúlveda and Vergara 2022) the effect of bank ownership and deposit

insurance on monetary policy transmission in general and the role of precautionary savings in particular brings to attention

models of precautionary savings in a consolidated form and competitive equilibrium calculations based on the

relationships between capital and loans, savings, and deposits, i.e., using the convex cost management function. The

authors show that by applying the prudent person principle, monetary outcomes depend on the relative risk aversion of

households. Thus, increasing the degree of risk aversion can be a prerequisite for a more effective monetary policy. If one

opts for more explicit deposit insurance, the effectiveness of monetary policy can be increased or decreased depending

on the existence of public banks in relation to the level of risk aversion of households. A similar approach is taken by

Takaoka and Takahashi (2022), who show the effects of increasing risks through corporate debt and unconventional

elements of monetary policy.

Other researchers (Jinjarak et al. 2021; Lepetit and Fuentes-Albero 2022; Yıldırım Karaman 2022; Wang et al. 2022)

analyze the effects of uncertainty induced by pandemics or other global events on monetary policy measures. The authors

show through their research that the pandemic has increased the level of financial stress in global markets, and as such,

in developed economies, central banks have adopted unconventional policies to limit adverse effects and consequences

based on market uncertainty.

According to some authors (Fontana and Veronese Passarella 2020), the central bank’s main goal should no longer be

price stability but to strengthen banks’ and borrowers’ balance sheets by stabilizing the prices of financial assets. The

authors’ proposed change from the baseline model allows a bridging of the gap between the standard macroeconomic

theory that central banks should maintain price stability by targeting output gaps and monetary policy rates according to

central bank practices, where monetary policies have proven ineffective in terms of price stability.

Another approach (Fiebiger and Lavoie 2021) examines the rationale for unconventional monetary policies adopted by

central banks in response to the global crisis, starting from the premise that quantitative easing appears to be a return to

monetarist principles. The paradigm study analyzes the behavior of the Bank of England in relation to the Bank of Japan,

thus showing that the first monetary model of England emphasizes the causal chain of money supply growth, spending,

and inflation, while the Japanese monetary principle emphasizes a theorized relationship between base money and

expected inflation.

From a theoretical point of view, monetary policy refers to the actions and measures implemented by a central bank or

monetary authority to manage and control the money supply, interest rates, and credit availability in an economy. It is an

important tool used to influence and stabilize economic growth, inflation rates, employment levels, and overall financial

stability. Through various tools such as open market operations, reserve requirements, and interest rate adjustments,

monetary policy aims to strike a balance between stimulating economic activity and maintaining price stability.
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